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The upper critical fieldHc2sT d of Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O8 crystals withTc . 92 K has been measured from
the out-of-plane resistivity in magnetic fieldssH ' abd up to 15 T. By the use of the empirical
procedure theHc2sT d curve has been extrapolated up toHc2 . 230 T and TyTc . 0.35 which is
independent of the choice of theRyRN ratio. We found thatHc2sT d does not follow the conventional
theory with or without fluctuations but is consistent with the prediction based on the Bose-Ein
condensation of charged bosons formed aboveTc. Our results together with the heat capacit
measurements provide an evidence for the possibility of2e Bose liquid ground state of high-Tc oxides.

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ec, 74.25.Ha
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One of the striking superconducting properties
high-Tc oxides is their unusually high values of th
upper critical field and its temperature dependen
In many superconducting oxides, including the cub
ones, an upward curvature ofHc2sT d near Tc has been
observed [1,2]. For example, measurements for ov
doped Tl-Ba-Cu-O [3] and Bi-Sr-Cu-O [4] with low
Tc , 20 K have revealed a startling increase ofHc2sT d
down to millikelvin temperatures. Alexandrov [5] ha
proposed an explanation for this phenomenon ba
on the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of charg
bosons. However, in the highestTc cuprates, the in-
plane superconducting transition is known to displ
pronounced broadening in a magnetic field, with the t
of the transition having a much weaker field dependen
than in the region near the bottom [6–8]. This togeth
with the high values ofHc2 have made an experimenta
determination ofHc2 very difficult in materials with
Tc . 60 K, with the consequence that widely varyin
values ofHc2s0d have been estimated based on differe
models. The out-of-plane resistive transition is know
to show a different behavior in a magnetic field. A
increasingly pronounced maximum (peak) develop
below Tc and shifted to lower temperature rather th
broadened with increasing field [9]. By modeling th
c-axis conduction with a stack of Josephson junctions
series, Gray and Kim [10] have obtained an unusua
large energy gap with large fluctuations. Consequen
no attempts have been made so far to determineHc2sT d
from these observations.

We report in this Letter the out-of-plane resistivity o
Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O8 (BSCCO-2212) crystals measured in pe
pendicular fields up to 15 TsH k I k cd. We propose a
procedure for extrapolating the values of the resistive
per critical fieldHc2sT d which is independent of the back
ground normal resistance and the choice ofRyRN values
over a wide temperature range. In contrast to the pre
tions of conventional theory, thisHc2sTd shows a negative
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curvature just belowTc followed by a positive curvature
at lower temperatures with no sign of saturation down
0.35Tc. We have also determined the irreversibility fiel
HirrsT d sk cd. This has a qualitatively different tempera
ture dependence. We propose a quantitative explana
of Hc2sT d based on the theory of BEC in the magnet
field [5].

BSCCO-2212 single crystals have been grown by t
self-flux method during solid-state reaction and hav
,s7 10d% Y substitution for Ca [11]. For the presen
measurements, three homogeneous single crystals h
been selected withTc0 between 92 and 95 K and in-plane
dimensions870 3 270, 340 3 150, and800 3 350 mm2.

Figure 1(A) shows the typical out-of-plane resistiv
transitions in magnetic fields up to 15 TsH k I k cd. In
agreement with Refs. [9,12] no significantc-axis mag-
netoresistance at temperatures well above the peak
observed. We have analyzed our data based on th
assumptions. The first is that the normal state resista
RN sT d is independent of the field and can be represent
by a single function obtained by extrapolating theRsT d
curves from temperatures well above the transition [s
Fig. 1(A)]. After dividing theRsT d curves taken at differ-
ent fields byRN sTd, the resultant curves [Fig. 1(B)] show
a nearly parallel shift of the transition, particularly at hig
fields. We believe these “normalized” resistance curv
provide a good insight to the effects of field on the su
perconducting properties. Not surprisingly, a plot of th
fields HpsT d [13] as a function of reduced temperatur
t  1 2 TyT p for different RyRN values will give rise
to a series of similar curves as shown in Fig. 2 whereTp

is defined as the temperature of the correspondingRyRN

value in zero field.
It is apparent that Hpstd obtained for different

RyRN values has a similar shape which is made u
of two regions: up to,6K from Tp all Hpstd obey a
simple relationshipHpstd , tn, wheren is found to be
about 0.6. This unusual relationship is not consistent w
© 1996 The American Physical Society 983
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FIG. 1. (A) c-axis resistive transition in BCCSO-2212 crysta
in a magnetic field up to 15 T.RN sT d is shown by dotted line.
(B) (A) normalized byRN sT d.

conventional theory and we propose an explanation
low. However, the value ofn was rather sample
dependent and our measurements gave an accurac
,20%. On the other hand, fort . 0.07, Hpstd takes
on an upward curvature withn . 1. In this region, data
taken from different crystals agreed with one another
better than 15%.

One of our objectives is to determineHc2. The
behavior ofHp at a givent in Fig. 2 for differentRyRN

values leads us to our second assumption, namely,

Hpstd ~ expfsstdRyRN g . (1)

This empirical expression forHp holds well forRyRN 
0.1 0.9 and sstd is of order 2 as shown by solid lines
in the inset of Fig. 2. The variation insstd (slopes
of the lines) reflects the small changes in the shape
RyRN vs T curves in Fig. 1(B). Our third assumption
is to use Eq. (1) and estimateHc2std as an asymptotic
of Hpstd when R ! RN , which are the intercepts on
the field axis on the right side of the inset to Fig. 2
The extrapolatedHc2sT d is shown in Fig. 2 by a dashed
curve representing the upper limit ofHpsTd and in
Fig. 3 for two extremes ofsstd. This process has the
advantage of removing the uncertainty in determinin
Hc2 due to fluctuations asRsT d approachesRN sTd near
the top of the transition and provides us with goo
insight into the experimental uncertainty inHc2. The
empirical expression, Eq. (1), describes the dependenc
the resistivity on the magnetic field at a fixed temperatu
984
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FIG. 2. Hpstd determined at the level of RyRN 
0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9 (from the bottom). The same leve
is applied to determineT p from the zero field transition.
Long dashed line represents the asymptotic behavior ofHp

as R ! RN ; the irreversibility field determined asHp at
RyRN  1024 is shown by the short dashed line. Inse
scaling ofHp with the ratioRyRN at fixed temperature.

in the transition region, where the resistivity is controlle
by the flux motion. It also gives the value of the magne
field Hp , Hirr , Hc2 at which vortices are pinnedsR 
0d. We have estimated the irreversibility curveHirr sT d by
taking the Hp values at arbitrary smallRyRN of 10– 4.

FIG. 3. Hc2sT d as obtained by scaling the data of Fig.
by use of Eq. (1) to the limitR ! RN . Theoretical fit with
Eqs. (9) and (12) andH0  0.25 T is shown by the solid line.
Inset presents the sameHc2std in log-log plot.
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This is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear thatHc2sT d is
both quantitatively as well as qualitatively different from
Hirr sTd. In a similar study, Hellerqvistet al. [14] has
described the whole process in terms of macrosco
correlation of vortices in thec direction and we hope
to provide evidence through the present investigation t
Hc2 is independent of the vortex dynamics consideratio

On the other hand, our measuredHc2sTd does not
follow the conventional model, which predicts a zer
or positive curvature very close toTc and negative
at lower temperatures. We observe just the oppos
behavior, which we believe is related to a very sma
coherence volume in high-Tc oxides. The coherence
volume estimated from the heat capacity measureme
nearTc is comparable with or even less than the unit ce
volume [15]. This favors a charged2e Bose liquid as
a plausible microscopic model of the ground state [16
Here we extend the theory ofHc2sT d of the charged
Bose liquid [5] to the regionvct , 1, wherevc is the
cyclotron frequency andt a scattering time. We expec
that this regime is realized in our samples nearTc. Hc2sT d
is determined as the field in which a nonzero solutio
of the linearized stationary equation for the macroscop
condensate wave functionc0srd first appears [5]∑

2
1

2mij
f= 2 2ieAsrdgif= 2 2ieAsrdgj1

Uscsrd 2 m

∏
c0srd  0 , (2)

where Asrd, Uscsrd, and m are the vector, scattering
and chemical potentials, respectively, andm21

ij is the
inverse mass tensorsh̄  c  1d. The definition of
Hc2 is identical to that of the upper critical field o
the BCS superconductor. The difference is due to t
chemical potential. In the Bose liquidm is determined by
conservation of the number of bosonsn inZ

fBNse, Hdde  n , (3)

where Nse, Hd is the density of states (DOS) of the
Hamiltonian Eq. (2) andfB  1yhexpfse 2 mdyT g 2 1j
is the Bose-Einstein probability function. A first nontriv
ial extended solution to Eq. (2) appears atH  Hc2 when
m coincides with the energy of the lowest extended sta
m  Ec. The DOS is determined by the imaginary pa
of Green’s functionGased  fea 2 e 2 Sasedg21. In
the “noncrossing” approximation for any elastic scatterin
the self-energy is given by

Sased 
X
b

jMa,bj2

eb 2 e 2 Sbsed
. (4)

Here jMa,bj2 is the matrix element square of the sca
tering potential for statesa, b of a free particle in a
magnetic field. As it does not depend on the quantu
ic
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numbers a, b for a short-range impurity scattering
jMa,bj2  M2  const. The same is almost true for th
acoustic phonon scattering if the sound velocity is sm
compared with the thermal velocity of carriers resultin
in elastic scattering. However, in this case the scatter
rate is proportional to temperature and thenM2 , T .
Introducing the DOS of a noninteracting system f
H k c

N0se, Hd 

p
2eHmc

4p2
Re

X̀
k0

1p
e 2 vcsk 1 1y2d

,

(5)

one can write

Ssed  M2
Z

de0 N0se0, Hd
e0 2 e 2 Ssed

, (6)

where vc  2eHym and m, mc are the in-plane and
out-of-plane effective mass, respectively. The integra
Eq. (6) yields in dimensionless form

ssxd 
1

p
h

kmax¿1X
k0

fk 2 x 2 ssxdg21y2, (7)

where ssxd  Ssedyvc, x  eyvc 2 1y2 and h 
HyH0 with H0  mcm3M4y16p2e. The cutoff parame-
ter kmax eliminates the divergent term, appearing as
result of the approximation for the matrix element
Eq. (4). It drops out of the final results. Near the ed
of the continuum spectrumxc ; Ecyvc one can expand
ssxd in powers ofx 2 xc to obtain

ssxd . 2d 2 x 1 i

266664 8h1y2sx 2 xcd

3
P̀

k0
sk 1 dd25y2

377775
1y2

(8)

for x 2 xc , h. Hered  2xc 2 ssxcd is determined
by the condition thatxc has a minimum as a function o
d. The use of Eq. (7) yields the following equation ford:

X̀
k0

sk 1 dd23y2  2h1y2. (9)

Near the edge one obtains

Nse, Hd 
vcT ssxd

pM2


h5y4

p2

2666642eH0mmcsx 2 xcd

3
P̀

k0
sk 1 dd25y2

377775
1y2

. (10)
985
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In the classical region far away from the edgesx 2 xc ¿
hd one can apply Poisson’s formula to the sum in Eq.
with the following result for the DOS:

Nse, Hd 
1

p2 fehH0mmcsx 2 xcdg1y2. (11)

Replacing the sums by integrals in Eqs. (9) and (1
we estimated . 1yh. Then Eq. (10) also describes th
classical limit, Eq. (11). Therefore one can apply Eq. (1
to the whole integration to obtain the sum rule, Eq. (
Substituting Eq. (10) into the sum rule, Eq. (3), wi
m  vcxc 1 1y2 we find for the critical curvehstd

h 

"
3

2t3

X̀
k0

sk 1 dd25y2

#2y3

, (12)

wheret ; TyTc. The numerical solution of this equatio
together with Eq. (9) is shown in Fig. 3. The inequali
d ¿ 1 is satisfied very close toTc. Then one can
apply Poisson’s formula to the sums in Eqs. (9) and (1
This gives

h , t0.5, (13)

which is in agreement with our observation, Fig.
Farther belowTc the theory predicts an upward curvatu
with h , T 24.5 for T ! 0.

There is therefore a remarkable agreement with exp
ment in the whole temperature region studied. It sho
be emphasized that we have not used any fitting para
ters, as shown in Fig. 3. At low temperatures the And
son localization of bosons can be important [5]. Acous
phonon scattering contributes also making the scaling
rameterH0 temperature dependent. This temperature
pendence has little effect onHc2sT d nearTc. However,
taking into account both the impurity and acoustic phon
scattering and the Anderson localization one can impro
the fit at low temperatures. Further comparison betwe
theory and experiment now requires more data to be
tained in the lower temperature region.

As we have mentioned above the conventional the
of Hc2sT d clearly contradicts our observations. Howeve
Ovchinnikov and Kresin [17] have recently suggested
explanation of the unusual shape ofHc2sT d of overdoped
low-temperature oxides in terms of the conventional the
with a strong spin-flip scattering. They argue that unus
features of overdoped high-Tc oxides can be understood a
a result of a strong magnetic pair-breaking if the spin-fl
mean free pathls is shorter than the coherence lengthj0,
which is less than the mean free pathl in our samples.
The inequalityls , j0 , l seems difficult to realize in
our samples because of a very short coherence len
and the absence of any significant Curie-like contributi
to the normal state magnetic susceptibility. Moreov
the observed temperature dependence ofHc2sT d in the
close vicinity ofTc does not follow the prediction of the
mean-field theory with or without magnetic scattering.
986
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course, the determination ofHc2sTd from the resistivity
should be supplemented by independent measureme
From our experience and that of others we know th
the magnetization measurements reveal the unusual sh
of the critical magnetic field in the copper-based oxide
However, at present it is difficult to say how close th
magnetically determined critical field is to the realHc2.
The specific heat measurements in a magnetic field [
reveal the critical behavior similar to that of4He in
agreement with our approach.

In conclusion, the upper critical field has been dete
mined from thec-axis resistivity of high-Tc BSCCO-2212
single crystals. It has an unusual temperature depende
which cannot be explained by conventional theory. T
critical exponentn is less than unity just belowTc while
n . 1 farther away. An explanation is proposed based
the Bose-Einstein condensation of charged bosons form
aboveTc.
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